VOLUNTEER DRIVER REGISTRATION AND APPROVAL FORM
Vancouver Pacific Swim Club (“VPSC”)
Name of
Organization:
Name of Owner:
Address of Owner:
Name of Driver:
Address of Driver:

Coach

Parent

Guardian

Other

Specify

VEHICLE TO BE USED
Rental

Yes

Own Vehicle

No
Vehicle 1

Vehicle 2

Year/Make/Style
Colour
License Plate No. (B.C. Only)
Passenger Capacity
# Functional Seat Belts
# Air Bags
1.
2.

NO child 12 years or under can be sitting in the passenger front seat where there is an air bag.
Children 12 years of age or younger should ride in the back seat away from air bags. If the back seat has air bags, make sure the
child does not lean against them, and the area in front of the air bag is free from books, toys or anything else that could become
a projectile if the air bag deploys.

All "trip drivers", including volunteer drivers are advised that they must:
(a) Use a licensed automobile which carries a minimum of $3,000,000 valid automobile Third Party Liability insurance as required
under BC legislation;
(b) Provide VPSC with prompt written notice, with details, of any accident arising out of use of a licensed automobile during a trip
on VPSC-related business.
(c) Be aware that any damage to the volunteer's vehicle, the cost of any insurance deductible or premium adjustment as the result
of an accident while the vehicle is being used on VPSC-related business is NOT covered by the Vancouver Pacific Swim Club.

A “trip driver” is defined as any person authorized by VPSC who has agreed to be a driver for a certain trip while they are driving
their own vehicle or another licensed automobile. This includes but is not limited to: Coaches, parents, volunteers or other VPSC
employee.
Approval for the use of the described vehicle(s) when driven by
connection with VPSC activities is granted until August 31, 2019.

to assist VPSC in
Name of Driver

DRIVER’S STATEMENT:
I certify that I have a valid class
driver’s license no.
and the above vehicle information is
accurate. I certify that I have no moving violations, no impaired driving charges and no criminal charges related to a motor vehicle in
the past 24 months. If I will be using a privately owned vehicle, I certify that the vehicle(s) is/are maintained in a safe operating
condition and will be equipped with tires appropriate for winter driving conditions. I agree to wear a seat belt. I agree that I will not
permit a child under the age of 13 years of age to occupy the front passenger seat of the vehicle equipped with a passenger seat air
bag. I agree that I will require a child (4 year or under, or 40 lbs or under to travel in the vehicle with a car seat. I agree that I will
require a child between 40-80 lbs., until height 4’9” tall or age nine) to travel in the vehicle with a booster seat. I agree to operate
the vehicle in a safe and legal manner, and I will not operate the vehicle if a seat belt is not used or a child 12 years or under is
placed in a seat with an air bag.
Date:

Signature of Driver:

Date:

Signed:

.

Brian Johns, Director of Swimming

.

If the vehicle is to be operated by a person other than the owner, the following statement must be completed.
I consent to the above described driver operating the vehicle and transporting passengers in connection with VPSC activities.

Signed:

Owner

.

